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Abstract 
This paper quantitatively presents the effect of load directions on the static performance of gas titling 
pad-journal bearing (TPJB). The gas film thickness is determined in a subsystem composed of the rotor and 
one pad. Based on pressure distributions obtained from Reynolds equations, integration method is used to 
predict the bearing static performance. Pad forces and moment balances are considered in calculating the swing 
angles. Local and global parameters with different load directions are discussed analytically. With the variation 
of load direction, the global parameters of the bearing keep relatively stable, while the local parameters can 
make active changes. 

 

 
1. Introduction 

 
A tilting pad journal bearing (TPJB) has three or more pads which can adapt to load variations by adjusting their 

swing angles. Compared with fixed structure bearings, the pad rotation and translation together with preload are 
incorporated in the TPJB. Tilting pad journal bearings are often used in high speed and cryogenic machineries due to 
the inherent stability (Chen, et al., 1992; Gosh, et al., 2010; Gosh, et al., 2012; Kummer, et al., 2009). However, 
accidental uncertainties like pad fluttering and spragging (rotor and pad crashing) may occur in such complex 
structures (Pennacchi, et al., 2010; Yang, et al., 2009; Hargreaves and Fillon, 2007). In order to improve bearing 
performance in high speed turbomachinery, Andres used the hybrid flexible structure (Andres, 2006) . Ertas integrated 
compliant hybrid bearing with flexibly mounted wire mesh dampers to maximize the load capacity and effective 
damping ( Ertas, 2009). 

The schematic diagram of three-pad TPJB is shown in Figure 1. According to load directions, there are two main 
configurations, load between pads (LBP) (Figure 1 (a)) and load on pad (LOP) (Figure 1 (b)). Childs experimentally 
determined the static performance of oil bearing with LBP configuration. As for LOP style, Trip measured the steady 
state eccentricities (Tripp and Murphy, 1984), while Andres measured the bearing displacement and pad edge 
temperatures (Andres and Jackson, 1998). DeCamillo compared the oil temperature profiles between the two 
configurations (Decamillo and Brockwell, 2001). For both structures, Wygant measured the oil film thickness and 
attitude angles with different preload ratios (Wygant, 2004). Jones showed the effect of load direction on the steady 
state behavior, especially on the minimal oil film thickness from one “between pad” position to another (Jones and 
Martin, 1979). The oil viscosity is about 1000 times larger than gas, therefore, the fluid temperature change in gas 
lubricated TPJB will be negligible. General characteristics of the TPJB will be discussed regardless of types of the 
lubricant. 
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Figure 1.TPJB a) LBP b) LOP 

In rotor bearing system, the rotor and one of the pads form a subsystem in which the local parameters such as local 
attitude angle and local eccentricity determine the gas film thickness and pressure distribution. Fu mathematically 
analyzed the clearance space by identifying the three distinct stages of journal position and the pad slide 
circumferentially around the bearing housing which applies to some special constitution (Fu and Parkins, 1995). 
Combining the single bearing pad load capacity and friction, Castelli and Gunter described the finite difference solution 
of the self acting gas lubricated journal bearing for static performance (Castelli, et al., 1964; Gunter, et al., 1963; 
Gunter, et al.,1964). Elwell presented a general guide for bearing design computation (Elwell and Findlay, 1969). 

While most of the study on the TPJB is focused on the oil lubricant, the TPJB using gas is of interest for 
high-speed applications including the cryogenic turbo-expander. In those high-speed applications, the load direction 
may vary with the change in operation conditions, which is critical for the stability of operation. In this paper, we 
perform the theoretical study on the gas TPJB, and investigate the load direction effect on the tilting pad journal 
bearing in detail. When the load direction transits from one of the bottom pads to another, the local and global 
parameters of the bearing make adjustments in order to adapt to the change. The characteristics of the local parameters 
will be of great importance for the stable operation of the bearing. 

  
Nomenclature 

Cb nominal radial clearance between pad and shaft(=Rp-Rs), mm 
Cv Pivot~ circle radius clearance (=Rv-Rs), mm 
Fi gas film force on ith pad , N 
Fb bearing load , N 
h gas film thickness, mm 
H dimensionless gas film thickness (=h/Cb) 
L bearing length, mm 
m preload ratio (=1-Cv/Cb) 
M pad moment about pivot, N·m 
Os shaft center 
Ob bearing center 
Op

i original pad center 
Op

i' pad centers with swing angles 
p gas film pressure, Pa 
P dimensionless gas film pressure (=p/pa) 
pa ambient pressure, Pa 
rξ radial distance between force direction and pivot 
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rη transverse distance between force direction and pivot, mm 
Rp pad circle radius, mm 
Rs journal radius, mm 
Rv pivot circle radius, mm 
Tb friction torque, N·m 
Z dimensionless axial coordinate (=z/Rs) 

Greek alphabet 
βi pivot location angles, rad 
γ angular distance between force direction and pad load direction, rad 
δi swing angles, rad 
εb bearing eccentricity ratio 
εl

i local eccentricity ratio for ith pad 
(θ,z) cylindrical coordinates 
θl

i local angular coordinates, rad 
φb bearing attitude angle, ° 
φl

i local attitude angle, ° 
θl local circumferential coordinate, rad 
θv pivot circumferential location, rad 
Λ bearing number  

(=6μωRj
2)/（paCb

2） 
μ dynamic viscosity, Pa·s 

(ξ,η) local pad coordinate system 
χ load direction angle, ° 
ω journal rotational speed, rpm 

subscript  
a ambient 
b bearing 
f leading edge 
j journal 
l local 
p pad 
u trailing edge 
v pivot 
ξ local coordinate in radial direction 
η local coordinate in transverse direction 

superscript  
i pad number i=1, 2, 3 

 
2. Numerical model of TPJB 

 
In this study, three pad-journal gas bearing is chosen as a specific example shown in Figure 1. According to the 

isothermal condition and laminar flow pattern in the bearing, the following assumptions can be made to simplify the 
physical model (Szeri, 2011). 

1)  Gas viscosity is constant; 
2)  Bearing misalignment is negligible; 
3)  Pad thickness and mass are negligible; 
4)  Fluid inertia is negligible. 
Based on the above assumptions and the coordinate system in Figure 1 (a), the fluid film pressure distribution on 

the pads can be described by the following Reynolds equation: 
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We rewrite Equation (1) in the dimensionless form in steady state: 
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The corresponding dimensionless boundary conditions are: 
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Finite element formulations of governing equations are obtained using Galerkin method the same as in reference 
(Hou, et al., 2011). 

Instead of using the gas film expression directly in reference (Andres, 2006), the gas film is determined by relative 
geometrical relations of subsystem such as local eccentricity and attitude angle as shown in Figure 2(a). Three main 
structure parameters, preload ratio m, global eccentricity ratio ε, and pad swing angle δi are incorporated into film 
thickness calculation with counterclockwise direction. Pad radial and transverse displacements are neglected by setting 
the pivot as stiff support. Vectors denotation of one pad system is presented in Figure 2 (b). 2

ia is almost perpendicular 
to 3

ia  due to the large ratio of Rj/Cb. The dimensionless gas film thickness along circumferential direction for each 
pad can be represented using local eccentricity iε  and local angular coordinates i

lθ  as follows.  

 

Figure 2 Local subsystem and vector method 

i
l

i iH θε cos1−=            (4) 

where 

iiiiii aaaabbi
132112 −+=−==ε

           (5) 
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The gas film force acting on the pad is in balance with the reacting force of the pivot by neglecting pad mass. The 
pads will adjust their swing angles for the moment balance with respect to pivot center. The fluid film differential 
moment about the pad pivot is found by taking the cross product of vector r  with the differential force vector Fd , 
i.e. 

FdrMd ×=            (12) 

Neglecting the pad thickness，the vector r  in Figure 3 can be determined by 

( )( ) ( )[ ]ηγξγ sincos1 ss RRr +−=            (13) 

 

Figure 3 Pad moment balance 

The differential fluid film force vector can be written as  

ηξ ηξ dFdFFd +=
           (14) 

where dzdRppdF sa γγξ cos)( −−=  and dzdRppdF sa γγη sin)( −= . 

The differential moment is therefore obtained by substituting Equation (14) into Equation (12) 

κγγ dzdRppMd sa sin)( 2−−=            (15) 

ηξκ ×=            (16) 

κγγ∫∫∫∫
ΩΩ

−−= dzdRppMd sa sin)( 2            (17) 
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By surface integration on each pad, the net moment on the pad should be zero for non-rotational condition. With 
the calculation on each pad, the bearing performance can be predicted. 

The bearing load: 
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Attitude angle： 

1= tan T
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Dimensionless friction torque:  
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After gas film determination, Newton-Raphson method is adopted in solving the non-linear matrix equations. Grid 
independence has been evaluated and 10×10 mesh (element number NE=100) ensures that the maximal variation in 
loading capacity is within 0.5% when the node points doubled. Pressure distribution on each pad is obtained 
independently; thereafter, gas film hydrodynamic forces can be obtained by surface integration on each pad. Meanwhile, 
the pressure field will counter-act on the rotatable pad. 

In the computing process, as shown in Figure 4 bearing eccentricity ratio is given and bearing attitude angle can be 
presumed and then determined by iteration. Pad rotational angle is assumed in the range of (–δ0, +δ0) and by-section 
method is used in angle determination. On condition that the fluid pressure moment on the pad with –δ0 and +δ0 are of 
the same sign, the searching extent is enlarged to be (–1.2δ0, +1.2δ0) until the pad rotational angle at which the pad 
moment is zero is being included. The moment balance will update the pad rotational angle until balance criteria is 
satisfied. In case that the gas film thickness became negative before an appropriate rotational angle can be determined, 
the program will stop. Meeting the force (FY<10-3) and moment equilibrium (Mp<10-6) criteria, the results will be 
outputted. There will be a risk that the assumed bearing attitude angle in the iteration may cause negative film thickness, 
namely calculation collapse.  

 
3. Results and discussions  

 
The static performance of the bearing with structure parameters in Table 1 is determined using the model in 

Chapter 2 under the variations of load direction in Table 2. Air is used as lubricant in the bearing.  
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Figure 4 Computing algorithm of TPJB 

 

Table 1 Geometric and operating conditions 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

Bearing length (mm) 33 Pad angular extent (°) 94.5,94.5,94.5 

Journal radius (mm) 20 Pivot location ratio 0.65 

m 0.376 Pivot location in bearing (°) 0,130,260 

εb 0.164 Nominal radial clearance Cb(μm) 29.5 

Lubricant viscosity (Pa·s) 18.7×10-6 Λ 3.0 

 
3.1 Response of local parameters to load direction 

 
Local eccentricity ratio reflects the approaching extent of the rotor to the pad, and it is determined by Equation 11. 

In Figure 5 (a), local eccentricity ratios of the three pads are around 0.6. When the load direction shifts from pad 2 to 
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pad 3, the eccentricity ratio of pad 2 is decreasing from 0.62 to 0.59, while that of pad 3 is increasing from 0.59 to 0.62. 
For the unloaded pad 1, its eccentricity maintains stable around 0.60. It can be noted that a smaller load requires less 
local eccentricity. Therefore, for the loaded pad 2 and pad 3, they need higher local eccentricities. When the load is 
located between the two pads, χ=0º, the maximal local eccentricity ratio of the three pads is 0.60. This indicates that 
there will be more operation margins for load between pads mode. 

Local attitude angle reflects the relative position between the rotor and pad, and it can also be determined by 
Equation11. The trends of local attitude angles with load direction are shown in Figure 5 (b). When the load direction 
angle χ changes from -50º to 50º, the local attitude angle of pad 1 increases from 56º to 62º first and decreases to 56º. 
At χ=0º, pad 1 has a maximal local attitude angle since the changing load direction is nearly symmetrical about the 
perpendicular line. In the whole process, the local attitude angle of pad 1 is relatively high compared to that of the other 
two pads due to the unloaded state. The local attitude angle of pad 2 and pad 3 goes in opposite direction when the load 
transits from pad 2 to pad 3. When the load direction angle χ changes from -50º to 50º, local attitude angle of pad 2 
increases from 39º to 55º, meanwhile the local attitude angle of pad 3 decreases from 55º to 39º. 

Pad swinging is one of the most significant characteristics of the tilting pad bearing. In Figure 5 (c), as the load 
direction varies, the three pads swing around their pivots in different ways. When load direction transits from pad 2 to 
pad 3, swing angle of pad 1 increase from 0.03º to 0.05º which means that pad 1 swings in counterclockwise direction. 
Meanwhile, swing angle of pad 2 firstly swings clockwise and then in the opposite direction around 0.03º. Swing angle 
of pad 3 swings clockwise from 0.05º to 0.03º. It should be noted that the swing angles of the three pads are 
asymmetrical about the perpendicular line which can be attributed to the intrinsic nonsymmetrical structure of the 
bearing. 

Figure 5 Local parameters (a) local eccentricity; (b) local attitude angle; (c) pad swing angle 

Using the above local parameters in each subsystem, gas film thickness can be determined by Equation 4 similar to 
plain journal bearing. In Figure 6 (a), the dimensionless gas film thicknesses at the three pads are arranged in 
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circumferential direction. When load direction transits from pad 2 to pad 3, the gas film thickness increases on pad 2 
and decreases on pad 3. The minimal gas film thickness on pad 2 increases from 0.39 to 0.46. The minimal gas film 
thickness on pad 3 decreases from 0.46 to 0.39. The gas film thickness variation is small on pad 1 due to the nearly 
unloaded state. As long as the gas film thickness in the bearing is determined, the dimensionless pressure field can be 
obtained by solving the Reynolds equation. For convenience of comparison, the pressure field at the centerline of the 
journal bearing is shown in Figure 6 (b). It should be noted that the maximal pressure on pad 2 decreases from 1.9 to 
1.67, while the maximal pressure on pad 3 increases from 1.67 to 1.9. The maximal pressure on pad 1 maintains around 
1.53. 

Figure 7 (a) to (e) show the variations of pressure field as the load direction moves from pad 2 to pad 3. With the 
change of load direction, the maximal pressure on pad 2 decreases and the maximal pressure on pad 3 increases. In the 
whole process, the pressure on pad 1 remains relatively stable.  

After the pressure field of the bearing is obtained, the acting force on the pad can be derived by surface integration. 
With the load direction shifted from pad 2 to pad 3, as Figure 8 shows, the load on pad 2 is decreasing from 30.6 N to 
16.1 N and the load on pad 3 is increasing from 16.1 N to 30.6 N. When the load direction is perpendicular, namely 
χ=0º, the loads on pad 2 and pad 3 are almost the same which are around 25.6 N. The load capacity of pad 1 keeps 
relative stable around 14 N. 

 

Figure 6 Circumferential (a) gas film thickness; (b) dimensionless pressure field 
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Figure 7 Pressure field in bearing (a) χ=-50 ˚; (b) χ=-25 ˚; (c) χ=0 ˚; (d) χ=25 ˚; (e) χ=50 ˚ 

 

 

Figure 8 Pad loads 

 
3.2 Response of global parameters to load direction 

 
The bearing characteristics can be determined by the subsystem performance. The global parameters of the bearing 

are obtained by Equation 18 to Equation 22 and shown in Figure 9, which include attitude angle, load capacity, and 
friction torque. Bearing attitude angle maintains small values from -10º to 10º with the variation of load direction, 
which is consistent with the experimental results from the references (Wygant et al., 2004; Jones and Marin, 1979). 
This can be attributed to the actively swinging characteristics of the pads. The attitude angle of the bearing is closely 
correlated to the load direction. Besides, given the same eccentricity ratio, LBP configuration has higher bearing load 
than LOP configuration. Under the same operation parameters, the bearing loads are 16 N and 14.8 N when the load 
directions are towards pad 2 and on pad 3 respectively, which can be attributed to the unsymmetrical configuration of 
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the bearing about the χ=0 ˚ loading line. The maximal load is 19.2 N with load between pad 2 and 3. The maximal load 
difference is about 23% between LOP configuration with load on pad 3 and LBP configuration with load between pad 2 
and 3. The net force from the two loaded pads and one almost unloaded pad in LBP is greater than that in LOP whose 
load is carried by only one pad and the other two pads maintain almost unloaded. However, the friction torque, which 
results from the shearing forces tangential to the pads, changes little with the load direction around 0.06 N·m. 
Comparatively speaking, the friction torque with LBP configuration is a little bigger.  

 

Figure 9 Global parameters 

 
4. Conclusions 

 
In TPJB, pad swing angle and local eccentricities make adjustments in response to the changes of load direction 

with a given configuration and operation condition. This paper presents the relationship between the loading directions 
and the static performance of TPJB with emphasis on subsystem parameters. With the load direction variations, the 
following conclusions can be made: 

1. The local parameters such as pad swing angles, local eccentricity and local attitude angles can respond to the 
variations of load direction actively; The maximal local eccentricity and attitude angle for LBP configuration is smaller 
than that of the LOP configuration, which indicates that the LBP configuration possess more operation safety margin;  

2. At the same bearing eccentricity ratio, the bearing load of gas lubricated TPJB with LBP configuration is 
about 23% bigger than the LOP configuration. The bearing load can be adaptive to the variation of load direction by 
adjusting the pad pitch angle without the journal derailing from its stable position. The friction torque of the bearing 
maintains relative stable. 

3. Three pad-journal gas bearing has been chosen as a typical configuration. The conclusions arrived here can 
be apply to the TPJB with more than three pads. 
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